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THE WIDE WEST SHOW! is a travelling choreographic show which features a dancing figure of  the clown 
through the idiotic and comical movement. The choreography is based on the model of  the clown entrance 
and the silly walks. All the staging - from the circus ring to the setting, including the audience space - are 
created so as to be able to travel and be staged in theaters as well as in squares of  towns or villages. Thus, THE 
WIDE WEST SHOW! becomes a theater in the theater when it is programmed in institutions and an outdoor 
show when municipalities are welcoming it. This setting is loosely inspired by Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild West 
Show and parodies its thematic content of  conquest. The conquest in this case is not of  the wild west but that 
of  the globe. THE WIDE WEST SHOW! criticizes with humor the obsessions of  productivity, efficiency and 
acceleration of  our liquid modernity - Liquid Modernity ¹- dehumanized and vampiric. The clown being its 
parodic figure.

Artist Statement



The character of  the clown disturbs. It can be troubling and fascinating at the same time. One can find there 
a huge and perhaps violent force of  freedom. The good idiot is the child of  anarchy and play. He is busy with 
the “void” in his acts and invents the “full” by the use of  his craftiness and his joy to play. He throws himself  
into emptiness, again and again, vulnerable before our eyes. His desire is that of  our love for him, by humor. 
At the center of  his thoughts is pleasure. He is a narcissistic teenager. Whatever the state of  mind he wants to 
share with us, he does it while having fun. The clown offers us ridicule and idiocy. And he does it with talent.

In THE WIDE WEST SHOW! the strength and shenanigans of  the clown are re-appropriated in a 
choreographic staging which flirts with the themes of  speed and con-quest. The historical and classical trio of  
the Clown, his companion Auguste ( t/n also known as white clown/clown blanc ) and their mentor Mr. Loyal 
( t/n french for ringmaster after Anselme-Pierre Loyal (1753-1826) ) are here the aging figures of  three white 
men who still compete to be the first, to grab all the resources and to arrive at the head of  the race in the end of  
the world. The last cowboys, the clownboys, those capitalist dinosaurs in suit-jackets clutching their privileges, 
captive of  a perpetual movement that connects them to the absurd.

Welcomed in a colorful and enchanting setting of  a theater which reminds of  casinos, circus, private gardens, 
military and humanitarian deployments, the audience witnesses the trio’s freewheeling, mutant and comic 
movement. Entertainment at the end of  race.

Clowns 3000
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The entrance of the clown

The long history of  clown entrances is that Mr. Loyal will stand in the ring and the clowns, after their arrival 
and their preliminary circling of  the stage, start their act. The act will grow, a series of  characters will interfere 
and the catastrophic outcome makes them all flee and leave the ring immediately.

In this case, the clown entrance will no longer lead to a number; it will become a perpetual movement. The 
clowns come in, go around the stage by improvising Silly Walks (see Choreography & Staging: The Silly 
Walks) and go out, then they come in again and go out and so on. Sometimes only one enters, or the other, 
or both together, side by side or one over the other. Their movement is fluid. Like a liquid or a gas it moves 
and transforms from moment to moment. It is a continuum which evolves by playing on the recognition and 
surprise of  its content. The choreography becomes a circular trance. It evolves in rhythmic and melodic stages. 
Clowns are building on this base by introducing flags, trolleys, deaths, costume changes, ruptures. Mr. Loyal, 
too, appears, disappears and reappears cyclically. He is the third foot of  this trio. He is complementary to 
the duo. He communicates with his audience, announces the arrival of  the famous great clowns, comments 
on them, distributes snacks to the audience, cleans up the disorder created by the passage of  the duo, brings 
objects on the stage that this same duo will use a few turns later, activates small pyrotechnic effects or follows 
and amplifies with a microphone the route of  the duet. He will still be able to tell a rather moving story, take a 
break for a drink, come back and play the mini trumpet.

The staging goes round and round in circles and becomes a metaphor for our liquid modernity and the flight 
forward as a syndrome of  bitter and dehumanized capitalism. Actions, words and thoughts are streams, they 
pass, they touch us and yet do not leave anything so to speak if  not their continual absence. Everything slips 
and the audience with it. We laugh. We are carried away, it’s nice then it turns to more difficult situations, 
everything can turn constantly, in all directions. Post facts. It is the great intellectual and emotional gap that 
speaks of  everything and speaks of  nothing, solidifies in nothing. And where the spirit of  the cold conquest 
of  money dominates and where everything is channeled and accelerated, then the clown, on his side, goes 
overboard and has fun. Thus our comrades disguised as figures of  male authorities blinkered and dominant 
will also slip into states of  intimacy, vulnerability or eroticism.



The Wild West Show

During the World’s Fair held in Chicago in 1893, Buffalo Bill Cody introduced the Wild West Show. He held 
two performances a day, with eighteen thousand seats. The horses galloped against a background of  gigantic 
painted canvases and the scenes exalted the conquest. With this show, which marked the birth of  show business, 
Buffalo Bill wrote in our collective memories the history of  the plains of  the West and as many lasting clichés.

What fascinates me in this show is the dimension of  speed. The horses gallop through the doors, then charge 
through the stage. Gunshots, pursuit races, convoy attacks: always the movement, the rush to the West we say. 
The escape in all cases. Acceleration by expansion. Modern history is exalted on a drum roll with the pedal to 
the metal: more resources are needed. There is no stop, only the dead fall to the ground, then get up for the 
next scene of  the show. The entire infrastructure of  the show is also disproportionate. Hundreds of  Native 
American and cowboy extras who play their own roles under the leadership of  Buffalo Bill. Hundreds of  
horses, bison, tents, carriages, and then the murals and the huge apparatus set up to welcome the public. The 
Wild West Show will travel across the United States and Europe through trains, roads, and commercial boats. 
It is a continuous flirtation with advanced technology that tells the story of  the “winners” in their words and 
with their means of  domination.

With the Silly Walks as the essence of  movement and progression, we are at the end of  the race. History is 
running out of  steam. The clowns stampede on a stage which reminds of  a fantastic landscape, a little dirty 
and worn in its aesthetics. They come out of  a hole in a tent reminiscent of  fairground and circus, as well as 
the military. They travel the floor lined with flown casino patterns along its length, to return to the tent and 
disappear into its second hole. What the tent contains remains invisible to the public who can only project a 
collective unconsciousness into this space. Meanwhile the clowns go in and out cyclically and thus make the 
bridge between this world of  the invisible and the visible of  the stage illuminated by the spotlight. When one 
observes the development of  their choreographic movement, nothing seems to happen in this tent except the 
pursuit of  this choreography. And then at the right moments a surprise comes into play, be it an object or a 
costume. It is also from this tent that Mr. Loyal extracts his various instruments and stage objects. There will be 
flags that are like nations, companies, slogans and comments planted here and there. Authority banners. The 
flags contain drawings of  animals, food, thoughts that float and parade.



The Wild West Show

“Then, the actor gets up, the dead ones rise again, the horsemen return on stage and the finale is replayed. 
After one lap around the track, again the Indian falls from his horse, again he hides behind the bunch of  trees, 
again the crowd shouts, but a little stronger perhaps, with a little more emotion then the first time. A child is 
crying. It’s so much better than a few minutes ago, so much stronger, so much more true.”

Eric Vuillard, Sorrow of  the Earth

The Wild West Show 

The Wild West Show 



Choreography and staging : the Silly Walks  

For two years, Johannes Dullin and myself  have been developing a choreographic work around the idiotic and 
comic movement, the Silly Walks, a name chosen in reference to the troupe Monthy Python. So far, we have 
presented this choreographic form in outdoor events along hiking routes: Via Francigena, Arc - Romainmôtiers 
2017, on the figure of  the pilgrim and Along the Aare, Dampfzentrale - Bern 2015, on the figure of  the jogger. 
It is an evolving gesture and is built in a work of  collaboration and play. We now want to test it in a form written 
for the stage. A form that seeks its own exhaustion.

There are four fundamental aspects that will govern this scenic writing: the relationship to the audience, the 
sense of  complicity, play and improvisation.

The play comes to life and feeds into the connection created with the audience. As in the clownish tradition, 
the artists evaluate the different temperatures of  their audience, use it for support and give recognition to the 
support given. They must seduce. If  that does not work, they must find a solution and do everything to get 
away with it.

The sense of  complicity relates to the play between the clowns. It is essential, they are friends. Thus, even if  
they sabotage or mock each other, they do so with continued trust in their bond. Also, they hurry to help if  one 
of  them should be in a dead end. They form a team.

Through play, an essential spiritual, political and ecological principle of  relation to the world is understood. A 
way of  connecting with the world seeking dialogue in sincerity, empathy and open-mindedness.

In the end, to allow maximum listening and sensitivity in the immediacy, clowns improvise in a composed 
frame. Every event and progression of  the piece are thus arranged in a choreographic suite, but its form - that 
is to say, the way in which the clowns will perform it from performance to performance- remains open. There 
is freedom in the frame. Our score will be governed by the different types of  state of  mind in a cyclical and 
initiatory writing reminiscent of  the wheel or the Tarot. It is a work that relies on accumulation and escalation.

Along the Aare https://vimeo.com/158475261

Via Francigena https://vimeo.com/197908536

https://vimeo.com/158475261
https://vimeo.com/197908536
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 Stage apparatus, costumes and sound

The tent delimits the stage in a visible space for the audience which would be the conscious space and a stage 
behind which would be the unconscious. The latter representing the outside, the invisible, the fantasy. In this 
mysterious place, the clowns leave and return.

The costumes, accessories and scenography are produced through handicrafts and DIY. It is a colorful and eye-
catching universe that is reminiscent of  the fun of  fairground attractions, bright lights in shops and gambling 
halls. There is a long, soft motley casino rug, three small fountains which squirt their water in gardening 
patterns. The audience, as it was the case for the Wild West Show, sits on benches around the track. The 
space of  the stage and the audience is confined behind a wall of  canvas that is painted with a pattern evoking 
a landscape. All this apparatus is “engaged” at the beginning of  the performance in the same way that a slot 
machine or a music box are when a coin is inserted and the lights and mechanisms start. In addition, this 
apparatus is designed in materials that are easy to travel. The performance is conceived and created with the 
possibility of  being able to tour in theaters and outdoors, in villages or small towns squares. In this sense we 
want to set up a tour that connects these different places.

The sound and musical creation will draw its material from the patterns, codes and common places of  the 
circus universe. The music will be sometimes ghostly, by the airing of  reworked archives, sometimes incarnated, 
by the live sound of  less “noble” instruments related to the world of  the circus and coming out of  the classical 
instrumentarium (pocket trumpet, banjo, analogue synthesizers ). As for the choreographic work on the 
entrances of  clowns, it will use, in a privileged way, a process of  expansion from very short melodic motives, 
with the obvious overtones (entrance, fall, failure, success, sadness, emphasis, shyness, reverence) which will be 
related to the circus tradition.

THE WIDE WEST SHOW! is a tribute to the clowns, humor and liberating idiocy. Several artists and works 
are inspirations including: Samuel Beckett, notably Quad A + B, Mikala Dwyer, La Nef  des Fous, Paul Mc 
Carthy (Ship of  Fools), Cindy Sherman, Tori Wrånes, Mika Rottenberg, Andy Kaufmann, Miet Warlop , 
Grock, Fischli & Weiss, Mike Kelley, Jeremy Deller. Thanks to them !



Scenography plan - Gregory Stauffer



Rehearsal Calendar

2017

From 11th until 13th of  December – Berlin

Between November and January – research on costumes - Sydney - Australia

2018

From 19th until 25th of  March– Studio Grütli, Geneva - Switzerland

From 7th until 16th of  May – Lo Studio – Arbedo  - Switzerland

From 17th until 22nd of  December – ADC, Geneva - Switzerland

From 12th until 21st of  December – CAMPO, Ghent – Belgium

2019

From 7th until 30th of  January  - Arsenic, Lausanne - Switzerland

Premiere from the 31st of  January until the 2nd of  February  - Arsenic, Lausanne - Switzerland

Tournées 

2018 

Option - Between the 21st of  February and the 2nd of  March - Festival SAME SAME BUT DIFFERENT, 
Ghent - Belgium

From 13th until 24th of  March au - ADC, Genève  (off 18th and 19th ) - Switzerland

From 28th until 31st of  March - Arsenic , Lausanne (As part of  the Programme Commun) - Switzerland



The team

Gregory Stauffer (CH) 
1980

Gregorystauffer.com 

Gregory was introduced to live arts practice through experimental and performative rock. He immersed 
himself  in land art and fine arts experimentation in Geneva. Finally, he undertook physical theater training 
at the Scuola Teatro Dimitri in Verscio. Since 2006, he has been developing choreographic work in-situ. His 
multidisciplinary practice flows between choreography, video, drawing and sound in a playful and deliberately 
blurry way. He promotes collaborations and feeds a passion for creative processes. Gregory is co-founder 
and member of  the 2007-2017 Authentic Boys video-performance collective. He teaches in several university 
programs in Switzerland and France. He is regularly invited to the Swiss Contemporary Dance Days and his 
work is visible both in theaters and contemporary art spaces.

After two years of  working nomadically, he moved to Lausanne where he became an associated artist with 
Arsenic, center of  contemporary scenic art for the 17/18 & 18/19 seasons. Gregory created the solos, Dreams 
for the Dreamless in 2017 and Walking in 2015. He also toured with Introducing Schaffter & Stauffer 2014 
and site specific intervention series, 2/3 2011-2015.

Ariel Garcia (CH) 
1977

Ariel began performing on stage while pursuing studies in Cinema history and French literature. Since 
completing his studies in 2006, he has devoted his time and creative energies to various musical practices 
ranging from free improvisation to composition of  film and theater music, including New Orleans jazz and 
electronic music. Member of  the Ensemble Rue du Nord, the electronic pair Luft, he is also part of  musical 
projects more oriented to theater or performance. He regularly works on performance development with 
Gregory Stauffer.

Johannes Dullin (D) 
1980

johannesdullin.com

Johannes graduated from Scuola Teatro Dimitri and has a Master in Expanded Theater from the HKB in 
Bern. He co-founded and directed the performance theater company Banality Dreams 2007-2012. He is a 
founding member of  the group Authentic Boys 2007-2017. He created the solos THE BEST PIECE OF THIS 
SEASON, 2017 and Komm und bring ein Freund mit, 2016. Johannes also works as a guest actor-performer 
as well as director and film director, Down to the Essence, 2013 and Threesome, 2009. In 2007 Johannes and 
Gregory created the video Idiophone with which in a vibratory movement they infiltrate the urban landscape 
of  the city of  Berlin.

Gregorystauffer.com
johannesdullin.com


Beth Dillon (AUS)
1987

bethdillon.com

Beth lives and works between Australia and Europe. She learns and develops, thinks and manufactures 
through residency time, solo research and collaborative partnerships. She works on costumed performances, 
textual experiments and video installations, which explore negotiations of  site, self  and culture. In her solo or 
collaborative research work, Beth plays with a gestural and comic vocabulary, and experiments with the staging 
of  the body and objects in gallery spaces, festivals or in the great outdoors. She is a graduate of  the College 
of  Fine Arts, Sydney, and is pursuing a Master of  Visual Arts Research at the University of  New South Wales, 
Australia. She is a founding member of  the 110% collective based in Sydney and regularly collaborates with 
Anton Benois. Beth previously worked with Gregory Stauffer, creating the costumes, installation, video and 
graphics for the performance Dreams for the Dreamless (2016).

Marius Schaffter (CH)
1980

Cargocollective.com/oldmasters

Marius  is a graduate of  the Serge Martin Theater School. He studied Dance Sciences (TanzKultur, Berne, 2007-
2008), Cultural Studies and Geography (Geneva, 2000-2005, Berlin 2003-2004), where he was a researcher 
at the University of  Geneva (2007-2010). His stage practice, which questions with humor and despair, artistic 
and scientific disciplines, approaches performance by offering an important place to the present time and 
context. In 2015, with Jérôme Stünzi, he founded the Old Masters company and created Constructionisme, 
a performative framework for creating, analyzing and dissecting objects of  study. In May 2016, they created 
Fresque at the Théâtre de l’Usine in Geneva. The text is published by Éditions Ripopée. Marius Schaffter 
previously collaborated with Gregory Stauffer, with whom he developed Introducing Schaffter & Stauffer, and 
has been working with Gregory Stauffer as a dramaturg for many years (Walking 2015, series 2/3 with Bastien 
Gachet 2011-2015).

bethdillon.com
Cargocollective.com/oldmasters


Cindy Sherman, Clowns, 2003-4



Peter Fischli and David Weiss, Rat and Bear (Sleeping), 2008

Peter Fischli and David Weiss, Suddenly this overview, 1981-2006



“What has been cut apart cannot be glued 
back together. Abandon all hope of  totality, 
future as well as past, you who enter the world 
of  fluid modernity.” 

Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Modernity

Hieronymus Bosch, Ship of  Fools, 1490-1500



Gregory Stauffer and Johannes Dullin, Along the Aare, 2015



John Alexander, Ship of  Fools, 2006-7

Paul McCarthy, The Painter, 1995



Beth Dillon, costumes, 2012-2016


